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Oleanna going to be a scorcher!
Director John Marwick talks about the Troupe’s next production.
Rehearsals for Oleanna are hotting up and this promises to be a show not to
be missed.
Sarah-Rose and Damian are really stepping up to the challenge that
Mamet’s play gives. At some times the language involves short, staccato,
talking-past- each-other, Pinteresque utterances while at others there are
long and quite involved speeches.
The text is very carefully written – almost like a musical notation with lots of
dots, italics and capital letters. We are trying hard to be faithful to it even
though, if you’re an actor, you’ll know how hard it is just to learn dialogue
like this – never mind make it your own!
But the result is going to be a very powerful production. Mamet has a way of
painting the characters with great economy and yet great depth. The play
has been structured very carefully almost like a Greek tragedy that builds
towards an inevitable conclusion.
I’m loving seeing the layers that are being revealed on stage as Sarah-Rose
and Damian dig deep into their parts.
Sarah-Rose brings a complexity to Carol that I haven’t seen her achieve
before. We see naïvity and lack of confidence mixed with girlishness,
flirtation and the suggestion of a dangerous side.
And in John, Damian finds someone who sees himself as an intellectual, a
great teacher, and one who cares for his students, but is blithely unaware of
how he appears from the other side.
This is going to be a good night at the theatre. Book early and come early in
the run so that you can tell your friends.
Remember seating is limited to 60 seats each night, there is no interval and latecomers will not be admitted. Contains some
coarse language and adult themes - not suitable for children.
Performances:
Muritai School Theatre: 8pm (doors/bar open 7.30).
June 23, 24, 25 & 30 & 1, 2 July
Tickets: www.bctt.org.nz, by phone at 0832 77790, or through Rona Gallery.

Come for our AGM will be on 7.30pm, Tuesday 5th July at Muritai School, followed by a fun reading of “The Reduced Shakespeare”.

MUCH ADO RECEIVES EXCELLENT REPORT
Wellington District Theatre Federation - 2011 Full Length Play Festival
The Report from Ewen Coleman, the Adjudicator for this year's Wellington Theatre Federation Full Length Play Festival known as the 'Antoinette's' - gave Much Ado About Nothing, this years Bard in the Yard production, directed by Manny
Garcia, a very positive report, complimenting the Cast and Crew on their achievement.
Well done everyone! The following is quoted from the Adjudicator’s Report.
Comedy, romance, suspense, action and lots of drama with plenty of music and dancing, Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing has
it all. It is humane and real, full of passion and energy as it explores themes of love, sex, marriage, the role of women and male honour
and loyalty.
Much Ado About Nothing is one of Shakespeare’s last comedies. Its darker undercurrents foreshadow the playwright’s growing concern
with the frailties of human character that would dominate his late tragedies.
As in past Bard-In-The-Yard productions with the audience sitting on two sides around the platform creates a great ambience for an
outdoor in-the-round production, especially a Shakespearian one where the words are so important and where, especially in these
productions with minimal props and set, they become the main focus.
In all of Shakespeare’s plays, the dividing line between the sexes is probably no more pronounced, apart from The Taming of the
Shrew than in Much Ado About Nothing, the last of the Shakespearian comedies. Therefore to use a predominately female cast for this
production was a bold move but one that worked. The developing relationship between the older more mature Benedict and Beatrice,
contrasts with the more youthful infatuation of Claudio and Hero. How these relationships develop and wax and wane through the
machinations of those around them is what provides the comedy. Yet there are darker elements weaving their way through the play
which gives substance and contrast to the fun and frivolity. It is therefore to the credit of the director and cast of this production that for
the most part all these elements were brought out, the playing of male characters by females in no way impeding any of plays plots and
sub plots.
It was obvious from the confident and well-rehearsed performance that all the cast had a good understanding of not only the overall
themes of the play but the role of their characters and how the characters interacted. Through clear diction, and vocal variation the
cast, on the whole, were able to bring creditable meaning and understanding to their lines making Shakespeare’s language accessible.
A production of any Shakespearian play is a challenge but when role reversals are added into the mix with females playing male roles
this becomes more so. The battle of the sexes is the essence of Much A Do About Nothing, and in this production the female to female
pairing brought out much of Shakespeare’s warring couples and to this end the production succeeded. It was simply but effectively and
stylishly staged with everyone involved, both on stage and backstage, contributing to make the production work. Well done.
Ewen D Coleman ANZDA, Adjudicator

Notice of AGM
Butterfly Creek Theatre Troupe Annual General Meeting
to be held at 7.30pm Tuesday 5th July 2011, in the Muritai School Green Room

Agenda
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Adoption of the 2010 AGM Minutes
Co-ordinators’ report for the 2010/2011 year
Financial Report
The Adoption of the Annual Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2010
The election of Officers and the Committee for 2011/2012 year
General Business

Your opportunity to elect and vote for your new Coordinator and committee. A shared light supper with some byo wine will follow the meeting
along with a read performance of “The Reduced Shakespeare” for all to enjoy.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………..….Cut here
BCTT Committee Nomination/s
I wish to nominate:

1.

2.

For the position of:
Nomination made by:

Signed:

Date:
Please forward your nomination to The BCTT Secretary, Sue Jones, before the AGM commences.

The Importance of Being Earnest
Casting read through
Sunday July 10th 2:30pm in Green Room
Rather than have a formal audition, I plan to cast the play via a “read though” on Sunday July
10th for those wanting a part. I’d prefer it if I knew who was coming and the role(s) they were
interested in so I can make sure enough scripts are available and to plan. Please e-mail me on
bctt.org.nz@gmail.com. This production will be staged 15-18, 21-24 Sept 2011.
The roles are well described in:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Importance_of_Being_Earnest
and you can find the script I’ll be using on :
http://www.hoboes.com/FireBlade/Fiction/Wilde/earnest/
Please tell your friends!
Barry Mawer

People News
A regular hammer hand at our working bees is proving to be full of great theatrical surprises. Laurie joined the Troupe as a ‘first
time’ actor (his 3rd form experience was the a long time ago!) after seeing the poster advertised at Rona Gallery for The Dresser
(directed by Florence McFarlene), then joined in the Troupe’s latest Bard in the Yard, Much Ado About Nothing (directed by
Manny Garcia). Laurie kindly agreed to host our last play reading at the Lifeboat. He chose Travesties, organised the scripts,
directed the reading and everyone enjoyed the excellent night out. Thank you Laurie! Oh ... and then it was back to the working
bee doing up nuts & bolts up underneath the two sets of rostra for Oleanna, a play he’s very much looking forward to seeing.

Manny Garcia on our last play reading of Stoppard’s 'Travesties'
Tom Stoppard's scintillating Travesties was given a reading under the supervision of Hugh Laurie -- no, wait, I
meant Laurie Ward -- of the Troupe on Monday night, May 30 at the Lifeboat. As usual a number of
participants gathered for a quick meal and catchup before the reading began at 730 PM sharp, with lights
and action set up by the venerable Chris Jones. Travesties premiered in 1974 and concerns the never-to-betrusted reminiscences of one Henry Carr, a minor consular official in Zurich at the time of the play's action
during World War I in 1917. Through Carr the figures of Russian revolutionary Vladimir Lenin, Dadaist
Tristan Tzara and writer James Joyce, all living in Zurich as well, are brought to skewed and highly
entertaining life. It is a fact that the real Henry Carr did indeed play Algernon in Oscar Wilde's The
Importance of Being Earnest for a company for which Joyce was business manager, and that he actually did
have a legal wrangle with the great Irish author. Gwendolyn and Cecily also make an appearance as
characters (fact: the cuckoo Pigeon sisters in the original film version of The Odd Couple were similarly
named!) -- all of which must be promising auguries for the BCTT's upcoming production of the Wilde classic
under Barry Mawer's direction.
There were a good many highlights during the evening: Laurie brought his Irish experience to bear as he
rendered Joyce, Florence injected her usual high-octane theatrics and, Will Clanachan's Russian accent
brought down the house(boat). A sizeable dozen showed up for a most entertaining evening. Stoppard's
unstoppable wit and his ingenious use of dramatic technique dazzle, and one wonders whether Travesties
might be a production worthy of the Eastbourne Elite in future.
The tradition of dramatic readings continues and all are encouraged to bring along new faces or old hands,
theatrical novices or seasoned stars, upon pain of having a jolly good time. It's a great way to share a drink,
a laugh, or an accent, as well as to revisit a classic or engage in a new thespian adventure.

Next
. @ The Lifeboat playreading will be on Monday 25th July.
The play is based on Katherine Mansfield’s “AT THE BAY” — written by Kevin Boon.
(subject to the agreement and availability of the Play’s author!) .

For what’s on & theatre updates check out NZTF Website - www.theatrenewzealand.co.nz

